
Adaptive BatteryCamera
Pixel 3a’s extraordinary camera helps you 
capture better pictures with Night Sight and 
take flawless photos with Portrait Mode - all 
with unlimited storage at high quality3 - so you 
never have to worry about storing, finding or 
sharing your memories. And that’s only the 
beginning - with Playground and Photobooth, 
there are many more ways to create.

Pixel 3a charges fast and lasts all day. Adaptive 
Battery uses Google’s software smarts to limit 
power to the apps and services you hardly 
use, and preserve it for the ones you use most 
often. Pixel 3a’s battery offers 7 hours of use 
on just a 15-minute charge, so rather than 
wondering where you’re going to charge-up 
next, you’re able to stay on task and keep your 
momentum all day long.4

Google Assistant 
The Google Assistant helps you send texts, 
get directions, screen calls, and so much 
more. It’s got your back, and your answers, 
and helps you get more done during your 
day.5,6 Just say “Hey Google” to get started. 
You can also quickly – and conveniently – 
activate your Google Assistant with a light 
squeeze of Pixel 3a’s sides.7

Security 
The latest Android 9.0 Pie OS and the 
custom-built Titan M chip help boost data 
protection with the safety and security only 
Google can provide.8 Plus, with Pixel 3a you 
get 3 years of OS and security updates to 
ensure you always have the most up-to-date 
OS and your phone is protected against the 
latest threats.9

1Storage specifications refer to capacity before formatting.
2Pixel 3a phones have painted surfaces which are chip resistant, but may chip if the phone is dropped. Purple-ish is not available in all regions.
3Google Photos offers free unlimited online storage for all photos and videos uploaded in high quality. Photos and videos uploaded in high quality may be compressed or resized. Requires Google Account. Data rates may apply. g.co/help/
photostorage.
4Approximate battery life based on a mix of talk, data, standby, mobile hotspot and use of other features, with always on display off. An active display or data usage will decrease battery life. Charging rates are based on use of the included 
charger. Charging time performance statistics are approximate. Actual results may vary. 
5US and Canada only. English only.
6Not all capabilities available in all areas. 
7Requires internet connection.
8See g.co/pixel/security for additional security information.
9Android version updates for at least 3 years from when the device first became available on the Google Store. See g.co/pixel/updates for details.
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Demo idea
Try out Top Shot by taking an action 
shot. Scroll through the frames to see 
what other alternative moments have 
been captured and find your favorite. 

Get to know a little more about the Pixel 
3a Battery. Go to Settings, tap Battery and 
see the power status and usage stats. 

Demo idea

Go to the Google Play Store, tap the 
burger menu, and then tap Play Protect 
to check out what apps have been 
recently scanned.

Demo idea
Ask a friend, colleague or family member 
to call your Pixel 3a device so you can 
screen their call, read their reason for 
calling and then answer the call. 

Demo idea

Top features

Pixel 3a is everything you need – including the best 
of Pixel’s extraordinary camera, Adaptive Battery, 
help from the Google Assistant, and a custom-built 
Titan M chip – at a more accessible price point.
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12.2MP dual-pixel 
rear camera

6.0" FHD + OLED

Pixel Imprint V3
fingerprint sensor

Sleek unibody design

Pixel 3aPixel 3a XL

App Actions 
Android Pie learns from its user’s behavior, like which apps they 
use, when they use them and what they use them for. With this 
information it not only gets you from app A to app B faster, but 
also predicts what action you want to do in the next app.

Slices 
Slices give users instant access to commonly used information 
and functions in apps, without having to open the app itself. You 
can get dynamic data and interactive controls, direct from your 
Google search bar. Making it quick and simple to do things like 
see the latest Lyft price or change your phone settings.

Pixel 3a has the intuitive and intelligent Android Pie behind it’s iconic exterior- and it’s got a lot to offer. 
Here are just two ways that Android Pie can make your life run that little bit smoother:

New UI

Swipe up from the home screen 
to access the apps menu in 
Overview, and see which App 
Actions are available. 

Demo idea

Type the name of your favorite 
app in the Google search bar 
to see how a Slice of that app 
appears with related information. 
For example, type Lyft in to check 
the price of a ride. 

Demo idea

Pixel 3a & Pixel 3a XL tech specs
8MP front camera

Stereo speakers

5.6" FHD + OLED

Active Edge launches 
the Google Assistant

3.5mm audio jack
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